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THE R I S E O F
PORT F O L I O F U N D I N G
BY L AW F I R M S I N
NORT H A M E R I C A
BY JOSHUA MELTZER AND HELENA EATOCK
> WOODSFORD LITIGATION FUNDING

T

he growth of litigation funding in North
America has been well chronicled, but less
appreciated is the rapid diversiﬁcation of

Strategic choices
Attorneys that manage growing law ﬁrms can
be equated with entrepreneurs guiding ventures

the market from single case investments toward

through turbulent waters; often, they make decisions

portfolio funding structures. Portfolio funding is

that impact their ﬁrm’s stability and even its viability.

a trend that may have unique applicability to law

One of the most basic – yet perhaps most critical

ﬁrms, as it presents the vital opportunity to address

– decisions that attorneys make relates to case

longstanding strategic, ﬁnancial and operational

selection. That is, how to manage allocation of the

challenges.

ﬁrm’s time, its most precious resource. A ﬁrm’s case

We begin with a description of challenges that

selection strategy is multifaceted, complex and often

often arise and how portfolio funding can offer

bespoke, reﬂecting the particularities of the ﬁrm’s

solutions. We also discuss why such challenges are

overall strategy and business plan.

especially prevalent among entrepreneurial law
ﬁrms in the context of the hypercompetitive North

Most law ﬁrms face similar fundamental resource
trade-offs, with signiﬁcant ﬁnancial implications

American legal market.
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usually hanging in the balance. This is particularly

At the most basic level, attorneys must strike

the case for litigation boutiques (i.e., small ﬁrms of

the right balance between: (i) establishing new vs.

experienced litigators that often take matters at risk),

working with existing clients (sometimes described

which must exercise higher degrees of caution when

as the tension between “ﬁnding work and doing

considering larger investments, as they could have

work”); and (ii) pursuing traditional billing (income

impact at ﬁrm-level.

producing) vs. alternative fee (wealth producing)
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arrangements. Taken together, these decisions form

mitigate ﬁnancial risk, as it alone cannot bear the

a simple matrix. These decisions have signiﬁcant

downside of a negative outcome.

implications for the ﬁrm’s ﬁnances and the

Expansion. A sophisticated law ﬁrm, with deep
experience in alternative fee matters, wishes to

applicability of portfolio funding.

bring on additional resources to expand. Historically,

Change creates ﬁnancial risks
and opportunities
The opportunity for portfolio funding
is perhaps most transparent when
law ﬁrms make strategic changes
that create ﬁnancial uncertainty.
These changes can arise from market
trends, changes in the competitive

“The opportunity for portfolio funding
is perhaps most transparent when law
ﬁrms make strategic changes that create
ﬁnancial uncertainty.”

landscape or speciﬁc matters in a law
ﬁrm’s pipeline. Consider the scenarios
outlined below.
Balanced transition. A law ﬁrm plans
to migrate from traditional billing arrangements to

the ﬁrm has taken on selective income-producing

alterative fee arrangements over a period of time,

matters to ‘fund’ its investment in contingency

which will impact the ﬁrm’s cash ﬂow. The ﬁrm

cases, but timing delays have made progress slow.

may be responding to industry trends or wishing to

The ﬁrm needs a strong ﬁnancial foundation on

capitalise on its deep expertise in a particular area.

which to build and prefers to work with a partner

The ﬁrm may have had strong historical proﬁtability,

that can underwrite its portfolio and provide

but now wishes to diversify its income streams.

expansion capital.

Aggressive pivot. A small law ﬁrm or litigation

Until litigation funders emerged, there were

boutique wishes to, in the near term, invest heavily

few solutions for law ﬁrms seeking a ﬁnancial

in several new contingency cases which represent

partner willing to invest in such portfolio-oriented

a substantial portion of the ﬁrm’s total capacity. The

situations. However, litigation funders, with a

ﬁrm believes that these cases are valuable, but the

unique combination of legal expertise and ﬁnancial

timing and magnitude of returns are unknown, so

resources, have started to ﬁll this void.

the ﬁrm needs a partner to maintain liquidity and
www.corporatedisputesmagazine.com
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Portfolio construction varies widely, but
diversiﬁcation remains a key consideration for

law ﬁrm’s ﬁnancial position as it pursues strategic

litigation funders. For example, a law ﬁrm portfolio

changes. In particular, portfolio funding can offer

including multiple similar cases might be considered

smaller law ﬁrms and boutiques visibility – that

high-risk and less likely to support a portfolio

is, the ability to advance meritorious, but riskier,

ﬁnancing facility. By sensibly choosing the cases in

cases backed by the conﬁdence that the necessary

the portfolio, the law ﬁrm and the funder can each

liquidity is in place since external funding has been

achieve important beneﬁts. The law ﬁrm is able to

secured.

address its ﬁnancial requirements and the funder is

A representative portfolio funding facility might
work as follows: the funder structures a ﬂexible

able to mitigate the volatility of its returns, allowing it
to offer reduced funding costs for its capital.

funding line secured by a law ﬁrm’s portfolio of
alternative fee cases. The structure is designed to
meet the law ﬁrm’s speciﬁc ﬁnancial and operational

A new chapter for law ﬁrms
As in many relationship development situations,

requirements. The funder’s capital is used to cover

it helps to start with the basics. In an initial

out-of-pocket case expenses plus a portion of the

discussion with a funder, where is the focus of

ﬁrm’s legal fees. Once its diligence is completed, the

the conversation? Does the funder emphasise its

funder remains passive, while the law ﬁrm works

available capital and process or is the focus on

with each respective client to manage cases through

developing a deep understanding of the law ﬁrm, its

key milestones and to successful conclusions.

culture, case portfolio and capital needs?

Portfolio funding arrangements may also offer law

Once a ﬁt becomes apparent, the next step is

ﬁrms differentiation, which is valuable in the context

often a discussion of the individual cases in the

of a highly competitive marketplace. In fact, when

portfolio and the law ﬁrm’s funding requirements.

thoughtfully established, the relationship between

This may lead to an agreement on a portfolio

a funder and the law ﬁrm can emerge as strategic

ﬁnancing facility and a commitment from the funder

asset for both parties, delivering increasing value

to conduct extensive diligence toward closing a

over time. For example, over time, the respective

transaction. Take note of the funder’s agility and

due diligence processes become more efﬁcient,

responsiveness at each step of the process. While

and the processes are often run effectively, yet

the use of portfolio litigation funding is growing,

independently, in parallel.

proving that it can deliver a strong value proposition
for law ﬁrms, sophisticated funders recognise
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that one size does not ﬁt all. The focus of funders

Josh Meltzer

must be on understanding the unique needs of

Managing Director, US

each law ﬁrm, offering a bespoke proposition
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